We present a general framework for data analysis and visualisation by means of topographic organization and clustering. Imposing distributional assumptions on the assumed underlying latent factors makes the proposed model suitable for both visualisation and clustering. The system's noise will be modeled in parametric form, as a member of the exponential family of distributions and this allows us to deal with di erent (continuous or discrete) types of observables in a uni ed framework. In this paper we focus on discrete case formulations which, contrary to self organizing methods for continuous data, imply variants of Bregman divergencies as measures of dissimilarity b e t ween data and reference points, and also de ne the matching nonlinear relation between latent and observable variables. Therefore, the trait variant of the model can be seen as a data-driven noisy nonlinear Independent Component Analysis, which is capable of revealing meaningful structure in the multivariate observable data and visualise it in two dimensions. The class variant ( w h i c h performs the clustering) of our model performs data-driven parametric mixture modeling. The combined (trait and class) model along with the associated estimation procedures allows us to interpret the visualisation result, in the sense of a topographic ordering. One important application of this work is the discovery of underlying semantic structure in text based documents. Experimental results on various subsets of the Twenty-Newsgroups text corpus and binary coded digits data are given by w ay of demonstration.
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Index terms: latent trait model, generative model, nonlinear mapping, topographic mapping, Independent Component Analysis, clustering I. Introduction Methods of data analysis such as visualisation, automatic classi cation and structure discovery in large collections of data gain a growing practical importance in many domains. Generative models are frequently used as tools for discovering latent structure or latent causes in high dimensional observable data. Areas of applications include data mining, tele-communications, bio-informatics, fraud detection, information retrieval and marketing analysis. In particular, the modeling algorithm introduced in this paper is well suited for unsupervised discovery of semantic structure from text databases.
Generative T opographic Mapping (GTM) 6] is a tool for data visualisation and demonstrates the topographic organizing power of a generative model, assuming a speci c nonGaussian latent prior. However, by assuming a Gaussian noise model, it is suitable only for the analysis of continuous data. In many situations the observations are discrete or categorical. In 5] the idea of adapting the GTM for binary data was proposed. In 15] , 16] the GTM model was reconsidered for binary data that is modeled as a m ulti-dimensional Bernoulli distribution. Empirical results demonstrated that the modi ed GTM is a valuable tool for nding topical structure in binary coded text documents.
Related 23] , the idea of which is essentially a symmetrical decomposition of the data matrix.
In this paper we construct the generative model in a general framework for outcomes from the exponential family of distributions for both the cases of discretized continuous non-Gaussian (latent trait 13] 1 ) and discrete categorical (latent class) latent priors. These distributional assumptions allow us to treat the clustering and visualisation problem of di erent data types within the same formalism.
Adopting approximate Monte Carlo sampling from a xed two dimensional, uniformly distanced grid (as originally proposed in GTM) provides the same formalism for both trait and class model formulations. In the case of class modeling, the sampling is performed from unit vector co-ordinated corners of a hypercube and the algorithm learns independent prototype vectors that have categorical meaning without any ordering. From the latent trait solution emerges a topographical ordering of the compressed images of the data points, by allowing a smooth nonlinear relation between observed and latent variables. This relation creates an appropriate non-Gaussian latent prior and at the same time implicitly de nes a neighborhood function over the grid points, such that a principled parameter estimation method can be e ciently employed. The class model clustering provides probabilistic labels that are useful for interpreting the visualisation result, in the sense of the topographic ordering provided by the trait solution.
Under a Gaussian noise assumption the proposed trait variant of the model would re- 1 In the statistics literature, a continuous latent v ariable is a`trait' if it explains a categorical response. However, the usage of the term was extended in 39] for mixed (discrete and continuous) observed variables. As we are focusing mainly on modeling discrete and categorical response variables (observables), we use this term to distinguish continuous latent v ariables from categorical { e v en if the general form of our model may include variants suitable for continuous observable data.
duce to the standard GTM, while the class variant would reduce to Gaussian mixture modeling by Expectation Maximisation (EM). However we focus speci cally on discrete data applications, the primary motivation of this work being to extend the trait model formulation as a tool for text-mining.
In Section 2 we present the generalized generative model. Section 3 presents the EM solution in the general case. Section 4 treats particular cases of various discrete distributions and shows the dissimilarity measures induced by the various noise models. Section 5 provides simulation results in hand-written digit recognition and text mining, the nal section summarizes the conclusions.
II. General formulation of the probabilistic generative model
Let us denote by D = (d tn ) t=1::T n=1::N the observed data. The matrix D contains N independent observations of the T-dimensional data vectors d. The vector d n will refer to one column of this matrix, i.e., one observed data point. We make the standard assumption for compression-type generative m o d e l s | that the observations are a noisy expansion of a hidden generative variable. Thus, we de ne the generation process as a mixture model. We will assume independence of observables conditioned on the latent v ariable, which h a s proved to be a reasonable simplifying assumption 35], expressing the aim that the latent generative factors should capture all the dependency which exists among the components of the observed data 45].
The distributional assumptions are known to have a great in uence on the resultant technique. The probability distribution over the model noise a ects the type of data the model is suited for, whereas the assumed latent prior determines the applicability o f the model, i.e. the statistical properties we are looking for when analysing the multivariate data. A generative model with non-Gaussian assumptions on the latent variables is also known as Independent Component Analysis (ICA) 21], 17], 19] di erent v ariants of which have beendemonstrated to highlight potential meaningful structure in data.
A. Modeling the latent variable
The distributional assumption over the latent v ariable is in fact responsible for the type of the model and it must be set in accordance to the scope of the application. Some practical examples and the usefulness of a non-Gaussian latent prior, employed in this paper, are discussed below. Adopting non-Gaussian latent priors has been shown to reveal informative structure in the data 18], combining the advantages of the above two models. As an analytically speci ed continuous latent distribution would possibly result in intractable integrals, we adopt the sampling technique utilized in GTM 6] 5] 14] and will refer to this type of model as a latent trait model. The discretized formulation enables the trait model to be considered within the same formalism as the class model and thus allows for a principled topographical model formulation 6].
The sampling method proposed in 32], 31] for visualising categorical variables, the 'density network' was used for discovering correlations in protein sequences and the required topography was generated by assuming a particular latent density. In the GTM type formulation however, the latent densities and correlations between these are explicitly designed to stand for pre-de ned homogeneous neighborhood relations on a 2D grid. This allows a more controlled visualisation, set against a reference-grid of equidistant points.
We will brie y present both the latent class and latent trait models and we will use the former for providing the class labels for the visualisation provided by the latter model.
A.1 The latent class model
For clustering in mutually exclusive classes, the possible values of the L-dimensional latent variables c can be considered as a uniform sampling from the corners of a Kdimensional hypercube, which are columns of a K dimensional identity matrix. These represent some nominal variables, i.e., which take on class labels, or topic labels. The latent dimension is thus K, and one (vector) value of c will be denoted by c k . Mathematically,
which is an unconstrained mixture model. The mixture components must satisfy the relation P K k=1 P(c = c k ) = 1 , as they form a discrete distribution, and will be considered as uniformly distributed if no other prior information is available. These can be later updated using the estimated posteriors.
A.2 The latent t r a i t model Similar to GTM, the starting point for our latent variables will be a 2D latent M K, 
where C is an L K dimensional matrix.
When utilizing nonlinear basis functions one has a free choice amongst smooth functions. Throughout this paper we utilized the radial basis function set with constant u n i t v ariance, which g i v es a sparse positive sample distribution for c l , t h a t i s s k ewed to the origin. Sparse positive coding has also beenshown in 28] to have the capacity of revealing underlying causes or factors in positive data, and more speci cally in explaining the latent structure in the case of text document d a t a 25].
It is interesting to note that as the latent trait algorithm will utilize the c k vectors for reconstructing the observed data and the nonlinear mapping through the basis functions is xed a priori, a more intuitive i n terpretation is also possible besides that given in the original GTM model 6]: the nonlinear images c k of the grid points can be considered as a sample approximation of some correlated, but non-Gaussian distributed continuous latent variables 14] . In this light, the role of the grid points is to provide equidistant arguments for the sampling from the image of . The distributions composed of these samples c lk are non-Gaussian in general, and most importantly, this way of sampling induces a xed correlation structure in the L-dimensional sub-manifold. This correlation structure is the one that provides a`neighborhood' relation 26] for topographical organisation, as will be shown analytically in Section III.A. The discretized formulation is convenient from the perspective of computational tractability (integrals reduce to summations), as demonstrated in discrete linear model formulations within the Blind Source Separation (BSS) domain 3], 40] | for BSS with discrete sources, the c k vectors are comprised of all possible combinations of the elements of the dictionary of the latent v ariable vector. In both cases the latent v ariable c k can take on a nite number(K) of possible values and as such the same formal teatment is possible. Consequently equation (1) is also the formal description of the latent distribution for the case of latent trait models. However, the latent trait model is a constrained mixture model 6].
B. Distributional assumptions over the noise model
The assumption over the distribution of the noise de nes the type of data the model is suitable for and also implies the form of the link function required 34], which is linear only for the Gaussian case. Modeling the noise as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian, provides an analytically tractable solution, which p r o ved to be useful for modeling continuous data, but is clearly inappropriate for discrete data.
For the sake of simplicity and generality, we will consider the exponential family of distributions for modeling the noise during the derivation of the algorithm. The Gaussian distribution is a special case that provides GTM for the latent trait model and a mixture of Gaussians (soft version of K-means clustering) 4] for the latent class formulation. We will emphasize particular cases that are suitable for categorical data, as these can also be modeled by members of the exponential family. (3) where is called the natural (canonical) parameter of the exponential distribution, G( ) = ln( p 0 (x) is a factor independent of the parameter. Products between vectors denote dot products.
In our conditional probability formulation of the noise p G (d n jc k A), the natural parameter will be assumed to be a parameterized linear mixing of the components of the possible latent vectors c k , t h us k = Ac k , where A is the parameter matrix of the trait model.
The gradient vector of the cumulant function with respect to the natural parameter k = Ac k , termed the expectation parameter, will be denoted by m k m k := g(Ac k ) = r k G(Ac k ) (5) where r : denotes the gradient operator and g(:) is termed the link function 34].
By the rst moment identity for log-likelihood functions applied to the exponential family of distributions 2] we know that m k is the mean of class k under the distribution p(d n jc k ). m k = E fdjc k g (6) where d denotes the random vector of observations and E f:g is the expectation operator.
We also know from the second moment identity for log-likelihood functions applied to the exponential family of distributions 2], that the expected value of the Hessian of the cumulant function with respect to Ac k , is the covariance matrix of class k under the distribution p(djc k ) i.e., the Fisher information matrix . This matrix will bedenoted by G k .
G k := r k m k = V a r fdjc k g
C. The state space form of the model Summarizing, the model takes the following form:
d n = g(Ac n ) + n (8) where c n are the unobserved latent v ariables or sources, which take on K possible values fc k g k=1::K | i.e., non-Gaussianly distributed under the GTM-like latent trait assumption, and a mixture of delta functions centered at corners of an L dimensional hypercube under the latent class assumption. A can beconsidered as a loading matrix, and the mixture formed by the linear transform A is then nonlinearly transformed by g(:) in the generative process, where g(:), is de ned in (5) and has its matching noise n. If n is Gaussian, then g is the identity, and the GTM (which can also be viewed as a variant of noisy linear ICA 14] ) is recovered. The latent trait model using non-Gaussian noise can beseen as a variant of nonlinear ICA with a data-driven nonlinearity, which contrary to the usual nonlinear ICA approaches, has its noise model aligned to the model's nonlinearity. As far as the latent class model is concerned, values of each c k are canonical unit vectors and thus simply select one of the columns of matrix A. Therefore, the c n in (8) can be written outside the nonlinearity, and the model becomes linear d n = g(A)c n + n. The model becomes in this case a parametric mixture model, where columns of g(A) are the class means. In this case, the algorithm for the model tting is suitable for clustering. Finally, it should benoted that a fully Bayesian treatment of the class modeling that includes the estimation of the number of classes is described in 8] 7]. This treatment does not have any topographical capability. The Bayesian framework could beextended to the constrained mixture case, for estimating the optimal numberof grid points for the topographical mapping, however this is outside the scope of this paper.
III. The EM solution
As no ordering between the data points is assumed, the log-likelihood function of observables is given as
where c k are hidden variables (more precisely, the nonlinear images of the hidden grid point variables). Therefore the maximisation can besolved by the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm 11], an elegant a n d i n tuitive description of which can be found in 4] 38]. In accordance to the EM methodology, instead of maximizing the log likelihood we can maximize the relative l i k elihood 4] 11] 38], which does not contain the log of a sum. The 10 relative l i k elihood between old and new parameters is the following:
where r kn := p old (c k jd n ) = p(d n jc k )P (c k )
is estimated in the E step of the algorithm, being considered as constant in the maximisation phase or M-step. It represents the responsibility of class k in generating the observation d n , i.e., the probabilistic label of datum d n .
Replacing p(d n jc k ) by (4), equation (9) becomes:
To complete the M-step in a latent trait model we need to maximize Q in the latent trait parameter A. For clustering with a class model, we are mainly interested in determining m k for all k = 1 ::K. In this case, maximising the likelihood in the expectation parameter gives a closed form result for the M-step. We will start our description by rst presenting the latent trait model.
A. Latent Trait Solution
In a latent trait model, the gradient of the distribution's cumulant function models the class expectations. Taking the derivative o f Q with respect to the parameter A we obtain from the element A tl @Q @A tl = X n X k r kn fd tn ; g t (Ac k )g c lk (12) where g t is the t th component o f t h e vector argument v ector function g(:), as was de ned in (5). In equivalent matrix notation @Q @A = n DR T ; g(AC)E o C T (13) where E is a K K diagonal matrix formed by e kk = P n r kn , R = (r kn ) k=1:K n=1:N and D is the previously de ned data matrix. When the noise is isotropic Gaussian with unit variance then the matching function g(:) is an identity, and in this case, by setting the derivative equal to zero one gets the closed form M-step of GTM 6]: DR T C T = ACEC T (14) In the general case however, nonlinear optimization techniques may be required. This can be achieved, for example, using iterative least-square methods 34]. However the Generalized EM (GEM) 38] algorithm is a more e cient choice, as convergence to a local maximum is guaranteed upon increasing and not necessarily maximizing the relative likelihood. From (13) we can obtain a simple gradient update for A A / n DR T ; g(AC)E o C T (15) which can beused in an inner loop in the M-step. Alternatively one can appeal to any nonlinear optimization techniques, some of which m a y require computation of the Hessian matrix, the elements of which are @ The estimates of latent priors P new (c k ) can be found by constrained maximisation of Q, as the probabilities must sum to one. Thus, we maximizeQ = Q + (
where is the Lagrange multiplier. Taking the gradient with respect to P new (c k ), setting it to zero and summing over k leads to the standard update of the latent priors: P new (c k ) = 1 N P N n=1 r kn . We now consider the latent c l a s s solution.
B. Latent Class solution
A similar solution can be used for clustering by sampling from the grid we are sampling from the corners of a hypercube rather than the grid. For class modeling it is su cient to maximize the likelihood with respect to the expectation parameter, which gives the following:
where G k is the Fisher information matrix for class k, as was discussed in the previous section. Setting these equal to zero and solving for all m k gives the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimate for the expectation parameters, which in matrix format becomes M = DR T E ;1 (18) where R is a K N matrix formed by the responsibilities r kn , E is a K K diagonal matrix with the k th diagonal element being P n r kn and M is a T K matrix having m k as its k th column. Equation (18) 
The update of the latent priors is standard, as in the trait model's case.
C. The algorithm
In conclusion, the outline of the combined latent trait and latent class modeling algorithm is given below. R init will denote initial class-membership beliefs over the data set or a subset of it, and D init will denote the (sub)set of data for which we have some initial beliefs, or labels. If no prior information exists, then D init = D and R init will be set randomly. Because a 2-D projection from the trait model is sought for visualisation purposes, the responsibilities of the vector values c k = ( x k ) will be interpreted as being the posterior probabilities of the grid points x k . Initialization { for latent trait modeling:
A := random P(x k ) : = 1 =K { for latent class modeling:
Iterate until convergence { E step: estimate the responsibilities of the latent v ariables The initialization can be random or data-dependent ( c l a s s m e m bership beliefs obtained as outputs from another classi er) 35]. A useful alternative, in the case when there are a (small) number of human labeled instances available, the initialization step can make use of these for initialising the EM iterations from a closer (to the maximum) starting point, i.e., one can build a supervised method in the initialization stage 37], 24]. This is particularly useful when the observable data are high dimensional and sparse. In this case the dependency of the EM algorithm on initializations is recognized as beingeven more pronounced 42] .
Note that the algorithm is of the same form for all data types, i.e., for all noise distributions from the exponential family. However, care has to be taken in the case of sparse data, because sparsity poses certain statistical problems and consequently the ML estimation of the expectation parameter requires further corrections (see the following subsection).
What varies with di erent data types is the nonlinear function g(:) in the latent trait M-step. This is strictly related to the data point's likelihood in computing the E step, i.e., to the matching noise, or in other words to the dissimilarity measure between a datum and reference point, adopted by the particular model. This dissimilarity, in both SOM 26] and GTM is the Euclidian distance | in SOM by being non-probabilistic and in GTM by dealing with continuous data and therefore assuming Gaussian noise. In this paper, however, by focusing speci cally on discrete members of the exponential family, t h e dissimilarity measures become variants of Bregman divergences 1], 2]. These divergence measures together with the appropriate noise assumptions in the case of discrete data modeling will bebrie y reviewed in the following section. They result directly from the model instantiations and are implicitly de ned by the probabilistic assumptions over the model noise.
D. Implication of data sparseness in generative class modeling As the class model is linear (as pointed out in Section 1), in the case where there is a one to one correspondence between mixture components and class labels, the model is capable of clustering only linearly separable classes. Sparse data has this property, revealed, for example, in the text classi cation domain by the success of linear classi ers on textual data 12] 49]. For binary coded data this restriction can be more pronounced. To give an illustration, we recall that binary data signi es that each observable vector is a corner of a T-dimensional unit cube, and that the numberof linearly separable partitions of a T dimensional cube is O(2 T 2 ), while the number of total partitions is 2 2 T 41]. So the numberof linearly separable partitions decreases rapidly with increasing dimensionality.
Therefore
Whilst this linear separability i s a w elcome feature of sparse high dimensional data, the sparsity poses statistical problems and so requires further corrections to the Maximum Likelihood solution. The problem is the so called`zero counts problem', also encountered in Na ve B a yes (NB) classi ers, which means that there exist components of the outcomes that never occur in some classes. Therefore, for these non-occurring components the corresponding component of the classes' expectation parameter will be zero, cancelling out the instance's class-probability, because it is modeled as factorable.
There are two main solutions to this problem in NB classi er practice, each having a numberof variants. An extended empirical comparative review can be found in 27]. The rst idea is to replace the zero c ount with a small number. The second, statistically founded solution 20] is Laplace correction or Laplace smoothing, which comes from imposing a conjugate prior on the class model's parameters. In practice, for a k-valued problem this consists of making the uniform prior assumption over all k possible values. Formally, this means the following substitution: n N ;! n + f N + kf (20) where k is the number of possible values in a component ( e . g . k = 2 for binary data). All that is needed then for applying Laplacian smoothing is to write the expectation parameter in terms of sample probabilities in the case of the concrete noise distributions. N is the numberof instances, n is the numberof matches and f is a prede ned number. In 27] it is empirically shown that the NB's accuracy is highly dependent o n t h e c hoice of f. While a common choice is f = 1, leading to the interpretation that we are adding k extra draws, each having probability o f 1=k, in 27] it was found that f = 1 =N yields superior results. We note that latent trait modeling naturally overcomes the zero count problem by modeling the expectation parameter as a nonlinear function that asymptotically reaches the value of zero.
We have theoretically described a generalised probabilistic modeling framework for un- This section concerns both trait and class models. Besides selecting a particular cumulant function G for (4) to obtain the individual distributions on the noise, we also point o u t the dissimilarity measures between data-and reference vectors implied by each distributional assumption. For all the discrete data cases these measures are variants of Bregman divergences 1]. Note that each particular class model performs parametric mixture modeling of a certain mixture distribution and can be viewed as soft versions of K-means clustering, where the`distance' used in assigning instances to latent entities is directly generated from the assumed probabilistic model. The same is true for the latent trait modeling algorithm, with the essential di erence that the latter performs a constrained parametric mixture modeling, because the centers cannot move separately but only through the parameter of the nonlinear mapping from a latent grid space to data space 6]. Thus, unlike the original GTM, the constrained mixtures are now nonGaussian, and as a direct consequence, the distances between data and reference points now not Euclidean, but are instead Bregman divergences which also directly arise from the probabilistic assumption over the model noise. In the Appendix we h a ve given the technical details concerning the use of discrete members of the exponential family of distributions within the presented framework.
A. Text data modeling
There are two e v ent models in the generative representation of text documents 33]. The multivariate Bernoulli event model represents each document b y a v ector of binary components, each component indicates whether or not a certain term occurs in that document. The statistical event is the document. The multinomial event model in turn represents each document as a set of word events, as jd n j independent trials from a 'bag of words', where jd n j is the length of the document. The order of the words is lost, however the number of occurrences is captured. In this case, each document is in fact coded as a histogram of word occurrences. This representation has been found superior to the Bernoulli in bothclassi cation 33] and clustering 46], 47]. Normalizing the document length has the bene t of preventing longer text documents capturing more importance than the shorter ones. In other words, an occurrence of a word in a short document should obviously be treated as more important than an occurrence of a word in a long text. We therefore will investigate the multinomial noise based latent trait model as an extension to the Bernoulli formulation 16].
The Poisson distribution can also be used in modeling count data. However, in the speci c case of text based information retrieval it has been proposed and found to be ine cient 29], 36], 9] on term frequency count data, because of the mismatch between possibly long tailed word distributions over documents and the Poisson distribution 36]. However, the two-valued Poisson mixture model was utilized as a sparse substitute of the Bernoulli mixture model for clustering and was found to be less sensitive to initialisations in the case of sparse data 24].
V. Experimental Results
Simulations were carried out on binary handwritten digit data 2 and various subsets of the 20-Newsgroups text corpus 3 , in both binary and word count based representations. The 20-Newsgroups text base consists of 20,000 documents from usenet communications on various topics, arranged in 20 classes, and is diverse enough to enable various settings for testing the algorithms. The experiments are designed to compare and nd the most appropriate probabilistic formulation for given data, and to investigate the potential power of the trait model in nding meaningful structure in the multivariate data. Speci cally, we were interested in nding semantic structure in textual data, by means of building up a two dimensional semantic map on which we can visualize the text document instances in a topographic ordering.
A. Documents data mining
The most important questions from the perspective of this work concern 1) the general abilities of the trait models in revealing some underlying structure in multivariate data, 2) whether or not the proposed multinomial trait model brings any improvement over the Bernoulli by allowing us to incorporate term frequency-or eventually weighted term frequency information in the case of the latent trait model, and 3) to see whether they can indeed nd meaningful semantic organizations, word groupings and topographical visualisation.
In all experiments, the model parameters were set as follows: we c hose a 10 10 uniform grid mapped onto 25 Gaussian basis functions having unit variance.
For illustrating the algorithms, in the rst experiment we have chosen four document classes on speci cally distinct topics: 'sci.crypt', 'sci.space', 'sci.med' and 'soc.religion.christian'. Arbitrarily, 100 documents were used from each of these classes and a dictionary size of 100 terms was utilised. We m e n tion that the relevant term selection procedure is another extensive area of research 48] 30] 42], which is outside of the scope of this paper. Because the aim of this experiment was mainly evaluating the possible models, the terms making up the documents features were chosen for this experiment by the Mutual Information (MI) 10] with human class labels. This term selection method is however possible in practice only if there are labeled instances available. In Fig.1 . we can see the posterior means obtained on the training set (i.e., the 2-D points of the matrix R T X, w h e r e R is the K N responsibility matrix and X is the K 2 matrix containing the grid-points) given by the individual trait models on the same data. The di erent class labels are shown with di erent symbols on the plots. We can see that each model has found a v alid meaningful mapping, as related document instances are clumped together on the maps, while those concerning di erent topics are mapped further from each other. The original GTM was also run on this data for comparison. Indeed, it can be seen that the theoretical advantages of the discrete versions of the model proposed in this paper are re ected in the visually discriminative quality o f t h e mappings.
Bernoulli
Gaussian on binary data Multinomial Gaussian on normalized freq. data Poisson Gaussian on log−freq. data 2 shows the posterior means on new, unseen test data using the previous parameterised models. Again 100 documents were presented from each class. The superiority of the theoretically appropriate model formulations is also re ected in the`generalisation' capability. Moreover, the multinomial model empirically proves to bequalitatively superior for text modeling in these experiments | this can be evaluated visually on both Fig.1  and Fig 2. | i. e., the mapped corpus has organized in more separated regions or classes. The observation of the multinomial model yielding superior results on text data was also reported in the literature for both supervised and unsupervised text-classi cation 37] 46].
Gaussian on binary data Multinomial Gaussian on normalized freq. data Poisson Gaussian on log−freq. data and + ='soc.religion.christian' The same latent s e t t i n g s a n d parameter initializations were used for each model.
The algorithms were also tested using an unsupervised term selection method, based on Zipf's law 42], i.e., retaining in the dictionary only the terms that occur more than a certain number of times, after removing the 'stop-words' (words like 'the', is', etc.). Di erent dictionary sizes were investigated for completeness, however it is a known fact that mixture modeling becomes less e cient as the dimension of the dictionary increases 42]. However, we found the multinomial model more tolerant to both the suboptimal term selection and the curse of dimensionality. This nding is consistent with reported comparative classi cation and clustering results in the literature 33] 46] 42] 47]. Fig.  3 . shows the best results (chosen visually from a series of Monte Carlo runs), on both training and testing sets, obtained with the multinomial model on the same data and using a dictionary size of 6067 terms, chosen only by frequency of occurrence.
Training data
Test data Fig. 3 . Training and test data results with the multinomial model on text data using higher dimensional dictionary (6067 terms).
For the nal experiment with text data the frequency count information gives more discrimination between otherwise possibly overlapping classes. In this case, the trait version with a count based noise model formulation may provide superior results to that which considers only binary occurrence information. We chose three classes, such that two of them were strongly overlapping: 'comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware', 'comp.sys.mac.hardware' and 'sci.med'. We arbitrarily took 200 documents from each class and a dictionary size of 150 terms was used. The dictionary was again advantageously chosen by MI, therefore this dictionary size should be su cient 42] to capture the structure of the corpus. Fig.4 . shows comparatively the 2D mapping obtained by the Bernoulli and multinomial trait model variants. Inspecting the lists of the most probable words, associated to the di erent grid points | i.e., the top of the reference vectors g(Ac k ) w h i c h have been formed | we can recognize meaningful word groupings. Some of these lists are shown on Fig.4 . We can also observe that grid points that lie in one of the classes central region store meaningful keywords in their lists of the most probable words, whereas those lying in an overlapping area store words that occur in documents concerning the junction of these discussion topics in both models. For example documents regarding the negative e ects of computers on school children and those concerning the use of computers in medicine were mapped at the junction between the areas concerning computers and medicine. The above comments were made after exhaustive inspection of the reference vectors which h a ve been estimated by the algorithm for evaluation purposes, thus demonstrating that the presented model can indeed consistently reveal the semantic structure of the corpus on a 2-D map. The tables of the exhaustive reference-vectors can beseen of Fig.5 and 6 . respectively. These 10 10 tables show the top lists of the most probable words represented by all the 10 10 grid points in these two experiments. Each cell of the table corresponds to one grid point. For the ease of following for the reader, we traced some orientative boundaries between regions which treat di erent topics. We can indeed follow a distinct topographic ordering of the reference-vectors: neighboring grid points have many words in common and words grouped together arise from the same subject area. However in the di erentiation of the two overlapping classes, the multinomial model's result is clearly superior. This can also beseenfrom the mapping of documents (Fig.4) . The Bernoulli trait model clearly distin-guishes between computer science related and medicine related regions. It contains some regions inside the computer's subject that are speci cally related to PCs and to Macintosh respectively, but in most of the region PC and Macintosh related subjects coexist. In turn the multinomial mapping has separated more distinctly even the somewhat overlapping computer-related topics by mapping them to distinct regions. We can follow on Fig. 6 . in the upper region of the grid keywords regarding Macintosh hardware, in the left region keywords concerning PC hardware and the rightmost area is concerned with the PC. Note that the boundaries we traced are just approximative and are not unequivocal but the passing from a region to another is rather gradual. Inspecting further Fig. 6 , we can distinguish sub-partitioning within one newsgroup's area talking about related but slightly distinct subjects, such as common health in the upper part of the medicine's range whereas more speci c medical terms come in the right lower corner. Inside PC hardware discussions we have speci c subjects about video cards and monitors in the lower region, then moving up the grid, processor components, then internal memory and nally external memory in the upper sub region.
B. Digits data compression and visualisation
To see how the same algorithm can beapplied to data coming from di erent representations in di erent c o n texts, an experiment on binary coded handwritten digits, described in the previous subsection is presented. Two h undred examples of each of the handwritten digits '0', '1', '2', '3' and '4' formed the inputs of the Bernoulli trait algorithm. Fig. 7 . shows 3 instances from each category. Nine nonlinear and one linear basis vector were chosen to provide the samples from the assumed latent distribution in this experiment. We perform a data compression from 240 dimensions to 2, going through the 10 basis functions. This setting implies broader neighborhood relations than the setting which w as utilized for documents data and experimentally proved to be su cient for this data | we found that di erent numbers of nonlinear basis functions provided qualitatively similar results.
Similar to the text-mining application, where the reference-vectors, i.e., the g(Ac k ) values gave us the probability of each word for each of the k = 1::K grid-points, in the case of image-data the same expression signi es the probabilities of each pixel in the reference-vector being active. In other words, we have a reference-image for each gridpoint. The Bernoulli posterior means and the reference-images inspected in regions of agglomeration of the posterior mean projections are presented in Fig. 8 .
For the binary coded digits data we found that the di erences between the performance of an appropriate Bernoulli model and the Gaussian GTM model were much less pronounced. The reason is probably due to the more dense nature of this data than that of the document data.
More interesting is to see the representation that the algorithm has built and which underlies the topography of the 2-D projection. The full set of reference-images corresponding to the 10 10 grid points are shown in Fig. 9 . On this map we can see not only the meaningful groupings of pixels, which indeed form images representing the four digits, but also a meaningful grouping of these reference-images, as a macro-structure, in such a manner that neighboring images are geometrically more similar to each other than those found at a further distance away. This is a basic feature of the presented topographic model. In addition, Fig.9 . illustrates the case where the trait algorithm works out intermediate forms, even if they are not represented by real examples, giving rise to a morphing between the di erent digits. These intermediate forms additionally create the blank areas between images of di erent classes on the 2-D map of the posterior means and so help the partitioning in visualisation.
VI. Conclusions
We have presented a general probabilistic framework from which variants of class-and trait models suitable for analysis, clustering and visualisation of multivariate data follow. Models speci cally applicable for (possibly sparse) discrete multivariate data were described. We also presented applications of the proposed models for text mining and digital image analysis. A readily interpretable representational structure was obtained on text based document data, and an apparent topographic prototypical representation resulted in the case of images of handwritten digits. The presented method is useful for any s u c h data analysis applications where the visualisation of a multivariate discrete data set is sought.
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speci es the link function, as the gradient of G with respect to the natural parameter of the distribution: m k = g(Ac k ) = exp(Ac k ) 1 + exp(Ac k ) (22) and the Fisher information matrix for the k-th latent u n i t i s G bin k = diag t fm tk (1 ; m tk )g (23) where diag(:) t denotes a T T diagonal matrix of it's t-dependent argument a s diagonal elements. The known form of the Bernoulli distribution and the generated divergence measure also emerges naturally from this: 1;dtn (26) As can beseen from (25) , the dissimilarity measure generated by the iid. Bernoulli noise assumption is the sum of component-wise cross entropies between the 2-valued distributions generated by the data instance and reference vector, which can berewritten as the sum of component-wise Kullback-Leibler divergences. Denoting byd tn andm tk the two valued probability distributions over the presence and absence of the t-th term in the n-th datum and in the k-th prototype respectivelỹ 
So, maximizing the Bernoulli likelihood in fact minimizes the componentwise KL distances between the distributions made up by the datum and the corresponding reference vector.
II. The Independent Poisson Noise Model
Another discrete member of the exponential family, usually utilized in count data modeling, is the Poisson distribution. Similarly, specifying G(Ac k ) = exp(Ac k ), means specifying the Poisson distribution. Consequently, the link function now is m k = g(Ac k ) = exp(Ac k ) (28) and
Replacing the cumulant function in (4) 
III. The Multinomial Noise Model
The multinomial is another discrete member of the exponential family, w h i c h is speci ed by G(Ac k ) = log n P T t=1 exp (A t c k ) o , where A t is the t th row of A. Consequently the link function in this case is m k = g(Ac k ) = exp(A t c k ) (36) and the generated divergence is the negative cross-entropy, as can be seen from (35) , which is proportional to the Kullback-Leibler divergence (if we multiply (35) by exp (H(d n )) ). So,
The multinomial model is generally used in cases when the variables are nominal, indicating one of a numbern of mutually exclusive classes, in which case these variables are coded by n-dimensional binary vectors and only that component has the value 1 which corresponds to the class the variable belongs to and all others are 0 (1-of-n coding scheme). However, the generated distance being the KL distance between a data point | seen as a discrete distribution over it's components | and the expectation parameter | which i s also a discrete distribution over the same set | indicates the usefulness of the multinomial model in all those cases when the distributional interpretation of the data points is possible. As such, the multinomial is an alternative choice also for modeling count data. The choice should bedriven by prior knowledge on the data, for e cient tting. 
